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– https://www.ncoa.org/public-policy-action/advocacy-
toolkit/advocacy-basics/nonprofit-advocacy-rules-regulations/

– https://www.councilofnonprofits.org/sites/default/files/docum
ents/Make_a_Difference_RG%5B1%5D.pdf

• Attendees will be trained in how to use these key 
messages, along with data, research, and personal stories, 
to effectively educate stakeholders about the value of WIC 
using a variety of platforms. 

• The presenter will focus on how to use online 
communication tools, online resources, and multimedia 
storytelling to effectively lift up your WIC voice.

• Lobbying isn’t bad! 
• Keep it basic – spell out acronyms 

https://www.ncoa.org/public-policy-action/advocacy-toolkit/advocacy-basics/nonprofit-advocacy-rules-regulations/
https://www.councilofnonprofits.org/sites/default/files/documents/Make_a_Difference_RG%5B1%5D.pdf


Session Plan
• Risks for WIC in 2017 and Beyond  
• NWA Legislative Priorities

• Lifting Up Your WIC Voice  
– Key Messages 
– Knowing Your Audience
– Personalizing Your Messages 
– Using NWA Resources Effectively



WIC is facing some risks
• Caseload declines
• Across the board cuts to non-defense discretionary 

spending 
• Attacks on adjunctive eligibility 
• Legislative changes to WIC food package 
• More dire risks

– Deeper cuts: Trump administration wants to cut $10 
trillion in domestic spending over the next 10 years 

– Block grants
– Citizenship screening and citizen only eligibility 



Caseload declines
• WIC caseloads have been declining for the past 7 

years – from a high of 9.2 million in 2010 to a 
current participation of ~7.5 million

• Why? Many possible reasons (do not have 
rigorous data yet re: what has contributed)
– Positive reason: Improving economy
– Neutral reason: Declining birthrates 
– Negative reasons: Lack of outreach, lack of access 

(due to clinic closings, limited hours, etc.), recent 
immigration issues, and the hassles associated with 
WIC participation (e.g., shopping experience) make 
moms think WIC participation isn’t “worth it” 



Why does caseload decline 
matter?



FY 2018 Funding Outlook

• CR
• Omnibus 
• Possibility of shutdown in December 
• Large amount of WIC carryover funds due to 

declining caseload
– Appropriators could use carryover as reason to 

reduce WIC’s topline funding number 
– We have leftover food dollars but NSA funds are 

being completely spent – the ratio of food dollars: 
NSA funding is not flexible



NWA FY 2018 
Appropriations Asks * 



* Didn’t ask for new funds for 
MIS/EBT

FY 2016 Law (last time Appropriations bills were 
actually passed – in the form of an Omnibus bill)

• $220 million from unobligated balances for 
MIS/EBT (eWIC) until 2020



In the future we could be looking at deeper 
cuts – Trump administration wants to cut 
$10 trillion in domestic spending over the 

next 10 years 



Attacks on Adjunctive Eligibility 

• Became a target because some states’ Medicaid 
eligibility for pregnant women and infants is 
above 185% FPL
– USDA data shows that only about 1% of WIC 

participants have income > 185% FPL 
• Adjunctive eligibility is important 

because: 
– Removes barrier to participation
– Links prevention to healthcare
– Streamlines administration, lowering costs 



Block grants 

• No explicit threats, but threats to Medicaid and 
SNAP could mean WIC might also be targeted

• Block grants consolidate funding for many 
programs into one allocation to each state, giving 
state discretion about how the money gets used

• If we changed to block grants, the results would be 
extremely damaging:
– Inadequate funding (competing with other programs for 

the same pot of state funding)
– Lack of federal oversight and enforcement of WIC 

standards such as nutrition standards 
– State governments would have the authority to make 

other potentially damaging changes to WIC 



Citizenship check and/or changes in public charge 
definition

• Draft Executive Order (EO) leaked last month
– Public charge = Someone likely to be dependent on government 

for survival and for that reason is subject to deportation
– WIC is currently excluded from public charge consideration
– EO expands definition of public charge to health and nutrition 

programs

• If and until EO is signed, we don’t know if WIC will be 
affected

• However, rumors of EO, combined with other immigrant-
hostile executive actions and political rhetoric, have 
created fear among WIC participants 



Food Package Challenge: Congress 
deciding to put whatever they 

want in the food packages 
rather than go through the 

rule-making process.



NASEM Recommendations: January 2017

• NWA is very excited about, and supports, NASEM’s 
recommendations. Highlights: 
– CVV amount should be increased across all food 

packages
– Reduce juice and allow CVV option
– Reduce milk
– More choice and flexibility around package sizes 
– Reduce amount of formula

• Alas, the recommendations given by NASEM are 
just that – RECOMMENDATIONS.

• It is up to FNS to determine which 
recommendations will be implemented. We do not 
know how long this will take. 



Brat bill 



WIC is more vulnerable to 
legislative threats like the ones 
described above because Child 

Nutrition Reauthorization never 
passed in 2015 or 2016



WIC Reauthorization – Quick Overview

• Occurs every 5 years

• Changes WIC Policy

• Committees of jurisdiction
– House Education and the Workforce Committee 
– Senate Agriculture Committee



2015 Reauthorization Process:
• House and Senate Committees missed original 

deadline (September 30, 2015)
• Senate Agriculture Committee passed bipartisan bill in 

January 2016 
– Contained several positive WIC provisions including WIC to 

Six, 2 year infant certifications, and protecting adjunctive 
eligibility with a 3 year study 

• House Ed and Workforce Committee passed partisan 
bill in April 2016
– Bad for WIC and other child nutrition programs; no positive 

WIC provisions 
• Neither bill passed in the full chamber 
• Now, unlikely that CNR will be taken up in 2017 or 

2018 due to other competing legislative priorities in 
these committees 



NWA Legislative Priorities 

• First and foremost, protecting WIC from funding 
cuts and structural changes 

• Also urging policy makers to:
– Protect and Strengthen WIC’s Breastfeeding Peer 

Counselor Program 
– Support WIC’s Transition to Electronic Benefits Transfer 

(EBT) in all 90 “states”
– Maintain Adjunctive Eligibility and Strengthen WIC-

Medicaid Linkage
– Protect and Preserve the Scientific Integrity of the WIC 

Food Packages



Lifting Up Your WIC Voice

• It is essential given our new political 
environment that we all work together to 
protect WIC from potential threats 

• Policymakers and other stakeholders need to 
learn about the value of WIC 
– Lack of information/knowledge allows opportunity 

for negative stories or misperceptions to fill the void
– You can advocate without lobbying





Advocacy vs. Lobbying
Are state and local WIC staff allowed to advocate? The 
answer is YES!

Often, members of the WIC community confuse advocacy 
with lobbying—then quickly shy away from any activities that 
might be construed as lobbying.

But the truth is there are lots of ways WIC staff members can 
advocate to improve policies, programs, and services for WIC 
participants—without running afoul of any federal, state, or 
local polices.



Advocacy vs. Lobbying

Lobbying
• Lobbying is one type of advocacy legally 

defined by the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS)

• A lobbying communication:
– Refers to specific legislation or measures 

in a piece of legislation
– Reflects a view on that legislation, and
– Involves a communication with any 

member or employee of a legislative 
body or any other government official or 
employee who may participate in the 
formulation of the legislation (direct 
lobbying) OR encourages the recipient to 
contact a legislator, employee of a 
legislative body, or any other government 
official or employee (grassroots lobbying)

Advocacy
• Advocacy refers 

to speaking out 
on issues or 
supporting a 
proposal or 
cause.

• Advocacy 
involves helping 
policymakers and 
other 
stakeholders find 
specific solutions 
to persistent 
problems. 



Non-lobbying Advocacy

• Educating the public and members of Congress 
about WIC

• Highlighting the achievements of WIC clinics in 
the media

• Hosting events that promote, celebrate, or 
inform about WIC



Activity: Lobbying vs. Advocacy 

• The House is voting on a budget bill that would 
harm WIC, so you call your Congressman and tell 
him to vote against the bill.

• You get an NWA action alert to sign a letter stating 
the benefits of WIC, so you click to email your 
member of Congress.

• You do an interview with the local radio station on 
how funding shortfalls are influencing client 
services.



Activity: Lobbying vs. Advocacy 

• You host your district’s member of Congress at 
the clinic, explaining all the wonderful aspects 
of WIC. The Congresswoman ends up talking 
with a WIC client who is aware of a bill to cut 
funding for WIC. The client expresses her 
disapproval. 

• There’s a bill to restore funding to WIC, so you 
tell your friends to call their Congressmen and 
request support of the bill.



You are Permitted and 
Encouraged to Lobby

• It is your democratic right

• Each state has specific laws for state employees 
about lobbying efforts while on the job

• Private money can be used on lobbying, federal 
funds cannot

• If you are confused…
– Limit lobbying efforts to coffee breaks, lunch breaks, 

after hours and other times not considered “work time” 
– Focus your time on educating about the value of WIC 



Now more than ever, we need your 
voice for WIC families! 



Being Strategic and Having a 
Plan

• First identify what your goals and priorities are
– Why do you want to speak with your Congressperson 

about WIC? 
– What are you most passionate about?
– What part of your WIC story do you think will be most 

compelling?
• Know your audience – target messages 
• Stay on message – avoid straying from your key 

points 
– Time will likely be limited!



2017 WIC Key Messages
WIC has strong bipartisan support.

WIC adds value and provides solid returns 
on investment.

WIC is a short-term program with long-
term benefits.

WIC supports military families.



WIC has strong bi-partisan support

• Historically bi-
partisan 
supported and 
championed

• Admired across 
political, 
ideological, 
ethnic, and socio-
economic groups, 
and voters 
overwhelmingly 
oppose cutting 
funding for WIC



WIC adds value and provides a solid 
return on investment

• WIC helps children to be healthy – reducing healthcare costs in the 
long run. 

• WIC supports and promotes breastfeeding – breastfeeding reduces 
healthcare costs for mothers and children.

• WIC reduces the number of low and very low birth weight babies. 
For very low birth-weight babies, a shift of one pound at birth 
saves approximately $28,000 in first year medical costs.

• WIC is efficient – administrative costs account for only 6-9% of 
overall WIC costs each year. 



WIC is a short-term program with 
long-term benefits

• WIC is targeted, time-limited, and 
supplemental.

• There is clear evidence that good 
nutrition during pregnancy and in the 
first few years of life has long-term 
positive impacts on health.

• WIC has led to a significant decline in 
preschool obesity levels. Children are 
five times more likely to be obese as 
an adult if they are overweight or 
obese between the ages of three and 
five years.



WIC supports military families
• Many military bases have on-

site WIC clinics.

• WIC is often essential for 
families of enlisted personnel. 

• WIC supports military families 
to access healthy food, 
breastfeeding support and 
nutrition education.

• Many commissaries are WIC 
authorized vendors.

• Military families value WIC.

Photo credit: Vanessa Simmons, Normalize 
Breastfeeding



Key Messages v. Talking Points

Key Messages – The 
BIG picture topics that 
will appeal to your 
audience.

Talking points –
concisely demonstrate 
a key message and 
help you transition to 
stories or data.



Knowing Your Audience



Targeting Messages to Democrats and Republicans

Progressives/Liberals/Democrats

Core values:
• Communitarian: Greater 
together than on our own
• Everyone gets a fair shot, plays 
by the same rules

More likely to champion these 
issues:
• Increased access to healthcare
• Hunger/poverty 
• Prevention
• Children’s health and Education

Conservatives/Republicans 

Core values:
• Limited Government
• Maximizing individual freedom

More likely to champion these 
issues:
• Strong military and national 
security
• Strong economy
• Business



Examples of Targeted Messages 

Democrat: WIC 
education & food 

package helps 
improve health & 
nutrition intake in 

families.

Republican: WIC 
improves family 
health, helping 

children grow smart 
and strong to 

contribute to society 
and improve our 
national security. 

Democrat & 
Republicans: WIC 

provides significant 
return on investment. 
The small investment 
in WIC saves future 
healthcare dollars 

and results in 
healthier families.

Democrat: WIC is 
able to serve 

participants through 
formula 

manufacturers’ 
rebates

Both: WIC is a lean 
program that yields 

positive health 
outcomes & cost 

savings



Targeting Your Messages to Elected 
Officials

• What issues do your Members of Congress 
focus on?

• What interests do they have?

• Do they have a family?

• What is their political ideology?



Personalizing Your Messages

You are the experts!
You bring a unique perspective!

You know WIC’s value, first hand!



Focus Your Communications

• Your role in WIC is 
unique

• You can speak 
firsthand to certain 
messages

• Focus on these 



Support Your Message with User-
Friendly Data and Stories

• Appeal to logic, reason and emotion

• Frame and package info:

– The KISS -Keep It Simple Sweetie! – method is 
always best

– Font should be large enough to read
– Colors should be easy to see
– The illustration should be easily read online



Using NWA Resources Effectively



Keep informed about WIC policy

• Weekly Legislative Updates NWA’s Monday Morning 
Report

• All Legislative Updates are posted on NWA’s blog to get 
up to speed on the latest issues 



Using State Fact Sheets



Questions?
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